
Mind, and for this reason limitless is not really typical for 
Mind. Looking at the synonym Life, for example, we have 
limitless Life, not limitless intelligence. 

Unsearchable, on the other hand, is typically Mind. 
Why? Because unsearchable has to do with knowing. We 
don't talk about unsearchable substance, or unsearchable 
Life. Unsearchable has to do with seeking more "know
ing," therefore unsearchable is typically the limitlessness 
of Mind. "The unfathomable Mind is expressed." Un
fathomable also has to do with knowing, discovering, to 
have knowledge of. Such terms are geared into a quali
fied sense of limitlessness, the limitlessness of knowledge, 
and because knowledge is an idea of Mind, unfathom
able and unsearchable are clearly Mind terms, while lim
itless probably belongs to Soul as much as to Mind. 

ALL-in-all 

Because Mind is the limitless creator of all ideas, Mind 
is that which initially establishes the whole realm of be
ing, the realm of ideas which has no realm besides itself, 
and therefore Mind is All-in-all. All-in-all is the climax of 
Mind. This definition says, "I am All," plus "I am All-in
all." It means Mind is All as an infinite All, but it also 
means Mind is all, Mind is everything, manifested. All is 
infinite Mind infinitely manifested. The" All" is in every
thing. It is the All of all qualities, of all situations, of all 
opportunities, of all faculties, and so on. We get the tone 
of Mind as All-in-all. 

When we come to Spirit we will give that All-in-all 
another touch, because there it becomes the only. 
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The One Mind 

In Science, Mrs. Eddy says, Mind is one, including 
noumenon and phenomena, and this Mind dwells in the 
realm of Mind. From this one Mind proceed infinite ideas, 
qualities, attributes, and identities, since Mind is the Soul 
of all. But these identities do not constitute separate enti
ties; they reflect the infinite many-sidedness of the one 
creative Mind that is All-in-all. Each one of us has that 
one Mind that is God, and this is why Mind is All-in-all, 
in each one of us, and in all situations. "The kingdom of 
God is within you" -Jesus. (Luke 17:21) 

As we become convinced that there is only one Mind 
we free ourselves from the hypnotic suggestion of the 
Adam-dream of mind in matter, and retranslate ourselves 
into our true being, the one Mind that is All-in-all. 

Translated Qualities 

Before we conclude our examination of the terms char
acterizing Mind, let's briefly return to those qualities we 
touched upon which we called translated qualities of 
Mind. Why are they translated qualities, and what does 
that mean? 

Mrs. Eddy always teaches the aim-reality-and the 
way to reach the aim. She doesn't just teach the aim, just 
reality. If she taught only reality as such she would have 
had to write the textbook exclusively on divine Science 
and not on Christian Science. She wrote on both, namely, 
on reality-what reality is-and also how to reach reality. 
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